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1. History of the Training Institute 
The Training Institute, Ministry of Finance 

(MOFTI) was formally established on 16th 

October, 1969.

In its early years, the MOFTI did not own 

any property. Its offices and classrooms were 

borrowed from other government agencies until 

1973. Two new buildings for MOFTI use were 

completed in 1973 and 1977, respectively. In 

1984, owing to the expansion of the training 

needs of the institute the MOFTI borrowed 

several additional classrooms at the old site 

of the Taipei American School. A branch was 

set up in the city of Kaohsiung in 1994 in order 

to provide training services for tax officers in 

southern Taiwan.

The MOFTI moved to its current site on 12th 

February, 2001, sharing its training facilities 

with the Employee Training Institute of the 

Taiwan Tobacco and Wine Monopoly Bureau. 

After the Monopoly Bureau was re-organized 

into a government-owned enterprise on 1st 

July, 2002, the MOFTI took over all of the land, 

buildings, and training facilities on the site in 

November, 2002.

2. Organization and Functions
“The Statute Governing the Organization 

of the Training Institute, Ministry of Finance” 

s t ipu lates that  the Director-General  is 

responsible for co-ordinating the various 

functions of the MOFTI and the Deputy 

Director-General is in charge of implementing 

all directives. An organizational chart of the 

MOFTI is shown below:
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Chart 12    Organization of the Training of Finance Personnel
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3. Primary Responsibilities of the 
MOFTI
According to “The Statute Governing the 

Organization of the Training Institute, Ministry 

of Finance,” the MOFTI is responsible for the 

development and implementation of training 

plans for

(1) Internal revenue officers

(2) Customs officers

(3) Financial supervisors

(4) Public finance officers

(5) Specifically designated civil servants

(6) Other government employees dealing with 

public finance

4. Training Profiles
The focus of the 2011 MOFTI training 

programs can be expressed with the following 

figures: 50% of the courses were on “In-Service 

Training on Policy and Regulatory Changes,” 

20% on “In-Service Training on Confidential 

Aspects of Various Specialties,” 10% on “In-

Service Training for Tax Officers from Local 

Government,” 8% on “Foreign Language 

Proficiency Enhancement Programs,” 8% on 

“Senior/Mid-Level Managerial Training,” and 

4% on “Entry/Junior Level Training.” 

A unique feature of the MOFTI training 

programs is that members of the elite of 

various professional industries and celebrities 

are invited to lead the programs to enhance 

the effect of the study in the programs. As to 

the sources of the MOFTI lecturers, most of 

the lecturers conducting the courses on local 

taxation practices are senior officers from 

tax agencies of different jurisdictions and the 

provision of this opportunity to teach is seen as 

enlarging their experience as tax professionals. 

The MOFTI also invites experts from local 

and foreign academic institutions, the legal, 

accounting, and financial industries, and 

international organizations to lecture on various 

topics. 

For example, for the International Taxation 

Academy, one of the best-known seminars of 

the MOFTI, the MOFTI invites professors from 

Southern Methodist University and California 

State University in the USA to lead the classes. 

In addition, the MOFTI invites experts from a 

wide range of tax administrations, including 

from Australia, Canada, Mainland China, 

Germany, Japan, Lithuania, Peru, Singapore, 

and the USA. 

Furthermore, the MOFTI also invites 

experts and scholars from international entities, 

such as APEC, the EU, the OECD, SGATAR, 

and the WTO, to conduct courses in order to 

allow staff to connect with international society 

constantly. 

The development structure of the MOF 

human resources plan can be classified 

according to the following six categories: 

(1) Junior Level Training

Targeting new entry level staff and providing 

courses on legal compliance, promotion of civil 

service quality, and bridging the gap between 

theory and practice.

(2 )  In -Serv ice  Tra in ing  on  Po l i cy  and 

Regulatory Changes

Timely and effective in-service training 

programs to cope with new policies and 

changes in tax rules and regulations.

(3) In-Service Training on Confidential Aspects 

of Various Specialties

In-service training programs concerning 

operational practices and enforcement actions 

for tax audits, price evaluation, and anti-

money-laundering that involve confidentiality or 
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specialties.

(4)  In-Service Training for Tax Officers from  

 Local Government

The MOFTI is the sole institute in Taiwan, 

to provide in-service training programs on a 

continuous basis for tax office services in local 

governments. 

(5) Senior/Mid-Level Managerial Training 

In-service training programs for senior 

and middle level MOF officials to allow for the 

progressive cultivation of future leaders in the 

field of public finance administration.

(6) Communication Awareness and Language 

Training Programs for Personnel Dealing 

with Foreign Affairs

To promote communicative ability in English 

and broaden the vision of tax officers, the 

MOFTI is not only equipped with audio-visual 

teaching facilities but also invites excellent 

faculty to lead language classes. Specialist 

foreign language training programs in the areas 

of taxation, finance, and economics are also 

provided to aid MOF staff in keeping up-to-date 

with global economic trends.

To keep up with the rapid changes brought 

about by internationalization, the MOFTI 

also holds international programs for cross-

border participants under the framework of 

international organizations and international co-

operation agreements so as to provide lectures 

for tax officers dealing with international affairs. 

To fulfill the related responsibilities, the MOFTI, 

in conjunction with international organizations 

such as APEC, the ADB, the BIS, the EU, the 

OECD, SGATAR, the U.S. CBP and the WTO, 

invites experts and elites from the above-

mentioned organizations to participate in the 

international programs and meetings which it 

holds. 

In recent years, the MOF has been devoted 

to making a concrete contribution to the 

international community with the aim of aiding 

in the reform and development of overall tax 

policies through the sharing of information on 

tax administration and also with the aim of 

fulfilling its responsibilities among the members 

of SGATAR, an organization based in the 

Asia-Pacific region. Accordingly, the MOFTI 

hosted the “The 4th Joint Training Program 

for SGATAR Members” in 2006 and “The 9th 

SGATAR Working Level Meeting” in 2007.

5. Overview of Accomplishments
Training resources are allocated to the six 

program items of the MOFTI training profiles. 

The MOFTI also constantly consults with the 

competent agencies of different jurisdictions to 

develop courses on related topics. The MOFTI 

further conducts an annual review of programs 

and courses through meetings with the 

competent agencies in the areas of customs, 

taxation, national property and national 

treasury. 

Chart 13 illustrates that the number of 

training programs and trainees at the MOFTI 

has increased steadily since its inception in 

1969. In 2011, 14,845 trainees participated in 

235 programs provided by the MOFTI. Table 15 

demonstrates the performance of the MOFTI in 

regard to the provision of training in 2011.
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Chart 13    Number of Classes and Trainees From 1971
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Table 15    Training Performance in 2011

Training Profile No. of Classes No. of Trainees

Junior level training 10 517

In-service training on policy and regulatory changes 87 7,408

In-service training on confidential aspects of various 
specialties

48 3,041

In-service training for tax officers in local government 27 1,442

Senior/mid-level managerial training 20 1,203

Communication awareness and language training programs 
for personnel dealing with foreign affairs

43 1,234

Total 235 14,845
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